Chapter 661

(Senate Bill 198)

AN ACT concerning

Neonicotinoid Pesticides – Labeling, Signage, and Restrictions on Sales and Use
(Pollinator Protection Act of 2016)

FOR the purpose of prohibiting a person from selling at retail in the State certain seeds, material, or plants that have been treated with a neonicotinoid pesticide unless the seeds, material, or plants bear a label with, or are in close proximity to a sign that displays in a certain manner, a certain statement; prohibiting a person from selling at retail in the State, on or after a certain date, a neonicotinoid pesticide unless the person also sells a restricted use pesticide; prohibiting a person from using a neonicotinoid pesticide on or after a certain date unless the person is a certified applicator or a person working under the direct supervision of a certified applicator, a farmer or a person working under the direct supervision of a farmer who uses the product for a certain purpose, or a veterinarian; establishing prohibiting the Department of Agriculture from limiting the use of certain pesticides in a certain manner; requiring the Department of Agriculture to incorporate certain practices into a certain pollinator protection plan; requiring the Department to study review certain laws and regulations and make recommendations regarding certain matters; requiring the Department to report its findings and recommendations to the Governor and the General Assembly within a certain period of time after the publication of a certain pollinator risk assessment; establishing certain civil penalties a certain civil penalty for a violation of this Act; exempting this Act from certain provisions of law; providing for the application of certain provisions of this Act; defining a certain terms term; and generally relating to neonicotinoid pesticides.

BY repealing and reenacting, without amendments,
Article – Agriculture
Section 5–201(a), (c), and (r), 12–101, 12–102, and 12–103
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2007 Replacement Volume and 2015 Supplement)

BY adding to
Article – Agriculture
Section 5–2A–01 through 5–2A–03 5–2A–05 to be under the new subtitle “Subtitle 2A. Neonicotinoid Pesticides”
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2007 Replacement Volume and 2015 Supplement)

BY repealing and reenacting, with amendments,
Article – Agriculture
Section 12–104
Annotated Code of Maryland
SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND, That the Laws of Maryland read as follows:

Article – Agriculture

5–201.

(a) In this subtitle the following words have the meanings indicated.

(c) “Certified applicator” means a person who is certified by the Secretary under this subtitle.

(r) “Restricted use pesticide” means a pesticide so classified by the provisions in this title or by the federal government or the Secretary of Agriculture, State of Maryland.

SUBTITLE 2A. NEONICOTINOID PESTICIDES.

5–2A–01.

(A) In this subtitle, the following words have the meanings indicated.

(B) “NEONICOTINOID PESTICIDE” MEANS ANY PESTICIDE CONTAINING A CHEMICAL BELONGING TO THE NEONICOTINOID CLASS OF CHEMICALS, INCLUDING:

(1) IMIDACLOPRID;

(2) NITHIAZINE;

(3) ACETAMIPRID;

(4) CLOTHIANIDIN;

(5) DINOTEFURAN;

(6) THIACLOPRID;

(7) THIAMETHOXAM; AND

(8) ANY OTHER CHEMICAL DESIGNATED BY THE DEPARTMENT AS BELONGING TO THE NEONICOTINOID CLASS OF CHEMICALS.
"NURSERY STOCK" MEANS:

(1) Any hardy plant or plant that survives Maryland winters, including a deciduous or evergreen tree, shrub, or woody vine, whether cultivated, native, or wild, and all viable parts of the plant;

(2) Any nonhardy plant or plant part to be distributed in another state that requires plant inspection and certification before entering that state; or

(3) Any other plant included by the Secretary, if regulating its movement is necessary to control any dangerously injurious plant pest.

5–2A–02.

(A) A person may not sell at retail in the State any seed, plant material, nursery stock, annual plant, bedding plant, or other plant that has been treated with a neonicotinoid pesticide unless the seed, plant material, nursery stock, annual plant, bedding plant, or other plant bears a label with, or is in close proximity to a sign that prominently displays, the following statement:

"WARNING: This product has been treated with neonicotinoid pesticides, found to harm or impair nontarget organisms, including bees and other pollinators, birds, earthworms, and aquatic invertebrates."

(B) (A) (1) This subsection and subsection (c) of this section do not apply to a flea or tick collar that contains a neonicotinoid pesticide:

(1) Pet care products used to mitigate fleas, mites, ticks, heartworms, or other animals that are harmful to the health of a domesticated animal;

(II) Personal care products used to mitigate lice and bedbugs; and

(III) Indoor pest control products used to mitigate insects indoors, including ant bait.
(2) **On or after January 1, 2017, a person may not sell at retail in the State a neonicotinoid pesticide unless the person also sells a restricted use pesticide, as defined in § 5–201 of this title.**

(3) **(B)** On or after January 1, 2017, a person may not use a neonicotinoid pesticide unless the person is:

1. A certified applicator or a person working under the direct supervision of a certified applicator, as defined in § 5–201 of this title;

2. A farmer, or a person working under the direct supervision of a farmer, who uses the pesticide for agricultural purposes, including crop production, livestock, poultry, equine, and noncrop agricultural fields; or

3. A veterinarian.

5–2A–03.

**The Department shall incorporate pollinator habitat expansion and enhancement practices into the State’s Managed Pollinator Protection Plan developed in coordination with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.**

5–2A–04.

(A) **On completion of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s pollinator risk assessment of the neonicotinoid pesticides imidacloprid, clothianidin, clothianidin, thiamethoxam, and dinofuran, the Department shall review the State’s pesticide laws and regulations and make recommendations for any changes necessary to ensure State laws and regulations are consistent with protective of pollinators, taking into account the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency recommendations.**

(B) **Within 6 months of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s completed pollinator risk assessment of neonicotinoid pesticides, the Department shall report its findings and recommendations to the Governor and, in accordance with § 2–1246 of the State Government Article, the General Assembly.**

5–2A–05.
A PERSON WHO VIOLATES THIS SUBTITLE IS SUBJECT TO A CIVIL PENALTY OF $50 - $250.

12–101.

Any person who violates any provision of this article is guilty of a misdemeanor. Unless another penalty specifically is provided elsewhere in this article, the person, upon conviction, is subject to a fine not exceeding $500, or imprisonment not exceeding three months, or both, with costs imposed in the discretion of the court.

12–102.

Unless another penalty specifically is provided elsewhere in this article, any person found guilty of a second or subsequent violation of any provision of the same title, is subject to a fine not exceeding $1,000, or imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both, with costs imposed in the discretion of the court. For the purposes of this section, a second or subsequent violation is one which has occurred within two years of any prior violation of this title and which arises out of a separate set of circumstances.

12–103.

In addition to any administrative penalty provided in this article, violation of any rule or regulation adopted by the Secretary pursuant to the provisions of this article is a misdemeanor and is punishable as provided in §§ 12–101 and 12–102 of this subtitle.

12–104.

This title does not apply to a violation of:

(1) **Title 1, Subtitle 3 of this article; AND**

(2) **Title 5, Subtitle 2A of this article.**

SECTION 2. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act shall take effect October 1, 2016.

Enacted under Article II, § 17(c) of the Maryland Constitution, May 28, 2016.